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IMAGE USE PERMISSION FOR:

www.flickr.com/photos/nichitecture/5735804150/
To: nicholas
nicholas iyadurai

Subject: IIM - Dorms overall - Louis Kahn

I would like to request the use of your photograph of IIM Ahmedabad for my thesis book. I am currently working on my book for my degree of Master of Architecture, and would like to use one of your photos in my book. This book will be for educational purposes and not any profit. The book is to fulfill my requirements to get a masters degree. If you are willing to allow me rights to using the image, let me know your name for credit purposes.

This is the photo be requested.
www.flickr.com/photos/nichitecture/5735804150/

Thank you
John Wirth

Or, return to your sent mail.
Subject: Re: IIM - Dorms overall - Louis Kahn

Yes, sure you can use this photograph for your Master of Architecture Thesis purposes. Please go ahead and use it. I am delighted the photograph is of some use to someone!!!

If possible, please send me your Thesis title / college name, University name and location for my record purposes. You can credit my name as it appears below.

Regards,

Immanuel Nicholas Iyadurai.

SEND A REPLY DELETE See your original mail.

Or, return to your message list.
IMAGE USE PERMISSION FOR:

www.flickr.com/photos/anamarialeon/6090813830/

www.flickr.com/photos/anamarialeon/6090384443/
I would like to request the use of your photograph of Eladio Dieste's Church of Christ for my thesis book. I am currently working on my book for my degree of Master of Architecture, and would like to use one of your photos in my book. This book will be for educational purposes and not any profit. The book is to fulfill my requirements to get a masters degree. If you are willing to allow me rights to using the image, let me know your name for credit purposes.

This is the photo to be requested.
www.flickr.com/photos/anamarialeon/6090613830/
www.flickr.com/photos/anamarialeon/6090384443/in/photostream/

Thank you
John Wirth

Or, return to your sent mail.
From: Ana María León
Ana María León

Subject: Re: Image Request

Hi John,

Sure, go ahead. My name is Ana Maria León. Always nice to see some attention paid to South American architecture.

all best,
Ana Maria

SEND A REPLY DELETE
Or, return to your message list.
IMAGE USE PERMISSION FOR:

www.flickr.com/photos/bercychenstudio/6163023785/
FlickrMail / Sent

To: Calvin Chen

Subject: Image Use Request

I would like to request the use of your photograph of Roto Architect's Prairie View A&M facility for my thesis book. I am currently working on my book for my degree of Master of Architecture, and would like to use one of your photos in my book. This book will be for educational purposes and not any profit. The book is to fulfill my requirements to get a masters degree. If you are willing to allow me rights to using the image, let me know your name for credit purposes.

This is the photo being requested.
www.flickr.com/photos/bercychenstudio/6163023785/in/photostream/

Thank you
John Wirth

Or, return to your sent mail.
Hello John,

Thank you for contacting us. You are welcome to use the image for your thesis. The photo was taken by Calvin Chen.

Best Regards

Calvin